What does “Working Harder, Getting Smarter, Going to College” Mean?

You’ve done hard things before, you can do it again. When it gets hard, find a way to work harder. Your effort doesn’t just make a difference—it makes THE difference.

Everyone is born smart and we all get smarter all the time. Intelligence comes in many forms and each type of intelligence is important. When something doesn’t come easy, challenge yourself to work harder. You can learn when it gets hard, if you refuse to quit!

Bradford’s Freshman Academy expects that all students will graduate from high school and plan for further education beyond. Whether that post-secondary education is a 4 year university, 2 year college, or on-the-job/apprentice training, education is the key to options. Most adults change career paths several times in their lives and there is no question that the more education you have, the more options you have for living the type of life that YOU choose!